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  ATLS, Advanced Trauma Life Support for Doctors ,2008-01-01
  Advanced Trauma Life Support Program for Doctors ,1997
  PHTLS ,2004-08 Prehospital Trauma Life Support (PHTLS), 5th Edition, Military Version is a unique,
continuing education program that directly addresses trauma issues in the prehospital environment.
Following the publication cycle of ATLS (Advanced Trauma Life Support) by the Committee on Trauma
of the American College of Surgeons, the PHTLS program is designed to enhance and increase knowledge
and skill in delivering trauma care. The PHTLS textbook is the required book for the PHTLS course, and is
also ideal for use as the trauma component of a paramedic course or as a general reference book on trauma
assessment and management. Based on Prehospital Trauma Life Support (PHTLS), 5th Edition, this military
version combines both basic and advanced trauma concepts and skills in one definitive resource and features
an entirely new chapter on evidence-based guidelines for military medicine, developed by the Committee
on Tactical Combat Casualty Care. Instructor resources available; contact your sales representative for details.
A companion CD-ROM with video presentations of the airway and spinal skills used in PHTLS is now
included with every book. It also contains information to download onto a PDA, such as the Glasgow Coma
Scale, Revised Trauma Score, Rule of 9's, Parkland Formula, and Pediatric Vital Signs. Content includes
both basic and advanced training and has been updated to reflect the current ATLS guidelines - complete
with extensive references and suggested readings. A consistent approach for every body region makes the
book easy to follow and includes content on anatomy and physiology, pathophysiology, and assessment and
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management. Includes chapters on Injury Prevention; Golden Principles of Prehospital Trauma Care; and
Triage, Transport, and Trauma Systems. Golden Principles of Trauma Care chapter includes information on
prolonged transportation and additional treatment for a trauma patient when transportation times are
greater than normal. Case Scenarios with end-of-chapter solutions and Review Questions are included for
every chapter to promote critical thinking and assess knowledge. NAEMT: Airway, thoracic, and spinal
skills are presented in a heavily illustrated, step-by-step format as Specific Skills. The Airway Management
and Ventilation chapter includes information on face-to-face intubation, an alternate method of intubating
trauma patients. It also defines the difference between pharmacologically assisted intubation and rapid
sequence intubation. Includes information on tools such as pulse oximetry and capnography. A difficult
airway algorithm aids students in determining which airway adjuncts are appropriate and when they
should be used. Includes new photographs geared specifically to the military. Describes differences in
procedures in a non-combat situation and those in a combat situation. The Military Medicine chapter,
written by the military, provides special trauma considerations and protocols. Military procedures are also
found throughout the text, where applicable.
  Advanced Trauma Life Support ,1994
  ATLS, Advanced Trauma Life Support Program for Doctors American College of Surgeons,2004-01-01
Course manual provides a safe, reliable method for immediate management of an injured patient. Content
and skills presented in the course are designed to assist doctors in providing emergency care for trauma
patients Essential information is provided for identification and treatment of life-threatening or potentially
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life-threatening injuries under extreme pressure of time.
  PHTLS 9E: Prehospital Trauma Life Support NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EMERGENCY
MEDICAL TECHNICIANS NAEMT.,2019-02-12 Over three decades ago, PHTLS: Prehospital Trauma Life
Support transformed the assessment and management of trauma patients in the field. Throughout the years
and across the globe, the PHTLS course has improved the quality of trauma patient care and has saved lives.
The ninth edition of this trusted and reliable resource continues the PHTLS mission to promote excellence
in trauma patient management by all providers involved in the delivery of prehospital care through global
education. This legendary program was first developed by the National Association of Emergency Medical
Technicians (NAEMT) in the early 1980s in cooperation with the American College of Surgeons
Committee on Trauma (ACS-COT). Its medical content is continuously revised and updated to reflect
current, evidence-based knowledge and practice. PHTLS promotes critical thinking as the foundation for
providing quality care. It is based on the belief that EMS practitioners make the best decisions on behalf of
their patients when given a solid foundation of knowledge and key principles to fuel their critical-thinking
skills. A Clear Approach to Assessing a Trauma Patient In the field, seconds count. PHTLS: Prehospital
Trauma Life Support, Ninth Edition teaches and reinforces the principles of rapidly assessing a trauma
patient using an orderly approach, immediately treating life-threatening problems as they are identified,
and minimizing any delays in initiating transport to an appropriate destination. Dynamic Technology
Solutions World-class content joins instructionally sound design with a user-friendly online interface to
give instructors and students a truly interactive and engaginglearning experience with: eBook Video
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Demonstrations of Critical Skills
  Advanced Trauma Life Support Course American College of Surgeons Staff,1994-10-01
  Pearson Etext for International Trauma Life Support for Emergency Care Providers - Access Code Card
International Trauma Life Support,2020-04-10 A decades-long leader in trauma education. For over 30
years, In ternational Trauma Life Support for Emergency Care Providers has been at the forefront of
trauma education for all levels of prehospital emergency care worldwide. This complete resource is filled
with practical, hands¿-on training that guides readers through the how's and the why's of all the skills
needed for rapid assessment, resuscitation, stabilization, and transportation of the trauma patient. The 9th
edition reflects the latest and most effective approaches to prehospital trauma care, including a more
functional approach to assessment and management. For courses in basic and advanced trauma life support.
Pearson eText is a simple-to-use, mobile-optimized, personalized reading experience that can be adopted on
its own as the main course material. It lets students highlight, take notes, and review key vocabulary all in
one place, even when offline. Seamlessly integrated videos engage students and give them access to the
help they need, when they need it. Educators can easily customize the table of contents, schedule readings,
and share their own notes with students so they see the connection between their eText and what they
learn in class -- motivating them to keep reading, and keep learning. And, reading analytics offer insight
into how students use the eText, helping educators tailor their instruction. NOTE: This ISBN is for the
Pearson eText access card. For students purchasing this product from an online retailer, Pearson eText is a
fully digital delivery of Pearson content and should only be purchased when required by your instructor.
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In addition to your purchase, you will need a course invite link, provided by your instructor, to register for
and use Pearson eText.
  Updates in Emergency Medicine John Cahill,2002-09-30 Updates in Emergency Medicine is the
ultimate portable reference for the busy emergency physician or internist. It introduces principles and
practices of emergency medicine, and addresses academic controversies within the discipline. This concise,
organized pocket guide is packed with the essential important clinical information, offering among its many
key features: - Updates in Bioterrorism; - High Risk Aspects of Emergency Medicine; - Advanced Trauma
Support; - Regional Anesthesia; - Advanced Cardiac Support; - Psychiatric Emergencies; - Detailed Pediatric
Section.
  Advanced Trauma Life Support for Doctors Committee on Trauma,2008-10-01
  PHTLS: Prehospital Trauma Life Support, Military Edition National Association of Emergency Medical
Technicians,2019-10 PHTLS: Prehospital Trauma Life Support, Military Edition consists of the PHTLS core
content and features thirteen chapters written by military prehospital trauma care experts for practitioners
in the military environment. PHTLS: Prehospital Trauma Life Support, Military Edition is created in
partnership between the National Association of Emergency
  PHTLS--pre-hospital Trauma Life Support National Association of Emergency Medical Technicians
(U.S.). Pre-Hospital Trauma Life Support Committee,1994 A unique combination of both basic and advance
trauma life support concepts and skills for use as part of the core curriculum in trauma training at the EMT
and paramedic levels, this book covers all aspects of trauma assessment and management, including triage.
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  Advanced Trauma Life Support Course Dorothea Guthrie,1988-01-01
  PHTLS - Prehospital Trauma Life Support Naemt,2011-02-25 This is a Pageburst digital textbook; As
the required textbook for NAEMT's worldwide prehospital trauma life support course, Prehospital Trauma
Life Support (PHTLS) is the comprehensive, internationally renowned resource for learning basic and
advanced prehospital trauma skills and concepts. Fully revised and updated, the 7th edition provides state-
of-the-art, evidence-based trauma treatment and guidelines that are proven to reduce morbidity and
mortality, and is also an ideal tool for studying EMT or paramedic skills and a helpful general reference on
trauma assessment and management. The Instructor's Electronic Resource CD-ROM is available for certified
PHTLS instructors only. It can be ordered through Elsevier/MosbyJems, but customers must first obtain an
access code from the National PHTLS office at 1-800-94-PHTLS or 1-601-924-7744. Individuals may also call
the above numbers for information on How to Become a PHTLS Instructor. Elsevier is proud to announce
Prehospital Trauma Life Support (PHTLS) Online Continuing Education, the latest addition to NAEMT's
worldwide PHTLS educational content. PHTLS Online Continuing Education includes videos, animations,
and interactive exercises, along with reading assignments that direct you to the related content in the
PHTLS 7th Edition book. Plus, online feedback is provided for self-assessment questions in each module,
allowing you to measure your comprehension. A post-test at the end of the final module will check your
retention of the online content. Visit at http://phtls.centrelearn.com to earn 8 hours of CECBEMS
continuing education credit by successfully completing all modules of PHTLS Online Continuing
Education. Please note: NO PHTLS CARD WILL BE ISSUED. PHTLS Hybrid courses are available only
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through the NAEMT. Visit the Education section of the NAEMT website www.naemt.org for more
information. This is a Pageburst digital textbook; Provides CEUs for First Responders, EMTS, paramedics,
nurses, and physicians; proceeds from the course go to the NAEMT and are used to support the profession;
helps you improve the quality of care (based on available research); can be incorporated into initial training
or as a stand-alone continuing education course; promotes critical thinking as the foundation for providing
quality care. PHTLS is a continuing education program authored and administered by the PHTLS division
of the National Association of EMTs (NAEMT) in conjunction with the Committee on Trauma of the
American College of Surgeons. Comprehensive, evidenced-based coverage incorporates the latest research
across all aspects of prehospital trauma in one convenient resource. Heavily illustrated presentation guides
you step-by-step through essential airway, thoracic, and spinal skills. Each chapter details important
prolonged transportation guidelines. Includes more information on kinematics than any similar book on the
market. A consistent approach for every body system helps you easily reference key content on anatomy
and physiology, pathophysiology, and assessment and management. Chapter Objectives and closing
Summaries break down must-know information for each chapter. Two Environmental Trauma chapters
provide response protocols for a wide variety of environmental emergencies. Wilderness Trauma Care
chapter helps you confidently treat trauma patients in wilderness situations and includes information on
extended transport times. Civilian Tactical EMS chapter details steps you can take to support police
operations, promote crime scene awareness, and apply PHTLS concepts to civilian tactical settings. Burns
chapter guides you through the treatment of burn trauma patients. More than 30 video demonstrations on
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the companion DVD provide step-by-step procedural guidance for key skills, including 4 brand-new skills
for King Airway, Sitting Immobilization (Vest Type), Cervical Collar Sizing and Application, and Needle
Cricothyrotomy. Extensively updated photos clarify key concepts and techniques. New Art and Science of
Medicine chapter helps you build the critical thinking skills to determine the best way to manage trauma
patients based on each individual situation and condition. Expanded chapter on Explosives and Other
Weapons of Mass Destruction outlines essential steps for responding to accidents involving biological,
nuclear, incendiary, chemical, or explosive agents. Updated Disaster Management chapter details the latest
management techniques and protocols. All-new Scenarios and Scenario Solutions in each chapter challenge
you to apply treatment concepts to realistic situations you may encounter in the field. Enhanced
organization reflects the most up-to-date research and mirrors the content and presentation of the American
College of Surgeons' Advanced Trauma Life Support (ATLS) 8th Edition course. Updated Companion DVD
includes 9 new narrations and 20 fully re-shot demonstrations and subtitles are available in eight languages
(Danish, Dutch, English, French, Portuguese, Spanish, German, and Chinese (Mandarin).
  ATLS Advanced Trauma Life Support America College Of Surgeons,American College Of
Surgeons,2018
  Emergency First Responder Will Chapleau,2015-03-02 This bundle includes Emergency First
Responder, Second Edition + RAPID First Responder, Second Edition
  A National Trauma Care System National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine,Health
and Medicine Division,Board on the Health of Select Populations,Board on Health Sciences
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Policy,Committee on Military Trauma Care's Learning Health System and Its Translation to the Civilian
Sector,2016-09-12 Advances in trauma care have accelerated over the past decade, spurred by the
significant burden of injury from the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. Between 2005 and 2013, the case
fatality rate for United States service members injured in Afghanistan decreased by nearly 50 percent,
despite an increase in the severity of injury among U.S. troops during the same period of time. But as the
war in Afghanistan ends, knowledge and advances in trauma care developed by the Department of Defense
(DoD) over the past decade from experiences in Afghanistan and Iraq may be lost. This would have
implications for the quality of trauma care both within the DoD and in the civilian setting, where adoption
of military advances in trauma care has become increasingly common and necessary to improve the
response to multiple civilian casualty events. Intentional steps to codify and harvest the lessons learned
within the military's trauma system are needed to ensure a ready military medical force for future combat
and to prevent death from survivable injuries in both military and civilian systems. This will require
partnership across military and civilian sectors and a sustained commitment from trauma system leaders at
all levels to assure that the necessary knowledge and tools are not lost. A National Trauma Care System
defines the components of a learning health system necessary to enable continued improvement in trauma
care in both the civilian and the military sectors. This report provides recommendations to ensure that
lessons learned over the past decade from the military's experiences in Afghanistan and Iraq are sustained
and built upon for future combat operations and translated into the U.S. civilian system.
  Advanced Trauma Life Support ,2012
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  Advanced Trauma Life Support Course for Physicians Dorothea Guthrie,1988-01-01
  Priorities in Critical Care Nursing - E-Book Linda D. Urden,Kathleen M. Stacy,Mary E.
Lough,2019-01-09 Stay on top of the most important issues in high acuity, progressive, and critical care
settings with Priorities in Critical Care Nursing, 8th Edition. Perfect for both practicing nurses and critical
care nurses reviewing for CCRN® certification alike, this evidence-based textbook uses the latest, most
authoritative research to help you identify patient priorities in order to safely and expertly manage patient
care. Succinct coverage of all core critical care nursing topics includes medications, patient safety, patient
education, problem identification, and interprofessional collaborative management. You’ll learn how to
integrate the technology of critical care with the physiological needs and psychosocial concerns of patients
and families to provide the highest-quality care. Additionally, this new edition places a unique focus on
interprofessional patient problems to help you learn to speak a consistent language of patient problems and
work successfully as part of an interprofessional team. Need-to-know content reflects today’s high acuity,
progressive, and critical care environments! UNIQUE! Balanced coverage of technology and psychosocial
concerns includes an emphasis on patient care priorities to help you provide the highest-quality nursing
care. Consistent format features a Clinical Assessment and Diagnostic Procedures chapter followed by one or
more Disorders and Therapeutic Management chapters for each content area. Strong QSEN focus
incorporates Evidence-Based Practice boxes that employ the PICOT framework; Teamwork and
Collaboration boxes that provide guidelines for effective handoffs, assessments, and communication between
nurses and other hospital staff; and Patient Safety Alert boxes that highlight important guidelines and tips to
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ensure patient safety in critical care settings. Nursing management plans at the end of the book provide a
complete care plan for every priority patient problem — including outcome criteria, nursing interventions,
and rationales. Additional learning aids include case studies, concept maps, Collaborative Management boxes,
Patient Education boxes, Priority Medication boxes, and Cultural Competency boxes.

Fuel your quest for knowledge with Authored by is thought-provoking masterpiece, Dive into the World
of Advanced Trauma Life Support 2014 . This educational ebook, conveniently sized in PDF ( PDF Size: *),
is a gateway to personal growth and intellectual stimulation. Immerse yourself in the enriching content
curated to cater to every eager mind. Download now and embark on a learning journey that promises to
expand your horizons. .
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mistake love is jehiel keeler -

May 11 2023
web nov 2 2022   my sunshine
night 2022 ep 13 eng sub oturum
açın kayıt ol tam ekran izle 10 ay
önce my sunshine night 2022 ep
13 eng sub bildir daha fazla
love is the sunshine 13 beautiful
mistake love is the sunshine - Jul
01 2022
web web moment is love is the
sunshine 13 beautiful mistake
love is the sunshine series
english edition by mobo reader
below trapped series episode i
trapped with the ceo
love is the sunshine 13 beautiful
mistake love is - Aug 14 2023
web feb 13 2023   synopsis as
manager of a dessert shop cheng
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mu has only one desire to make
his shop the best in the business
working hard to make that
dream come true
love is the sunshine 13 beautiful
mistake love is pdf - May 31 2022
web jun 4 2023   sunshine 13
beautiful mistake love is the
sunshine series english edition by
mobo reader is reachable in our
literature assemblage an
love is the sunshine 13 beautiful
mistake love is the sunshine -
Dec 06 2022
web love is the sunshine 13
beautiful mistake love is pdf
eventually you will enormously
discover a other experience and
skill by spending more cash still

when pull off you
love is the sunshine 13 beautiful
mistake love is the sunshine - Sep
22 2021

love is the sunshine 13 beautiful
mistake love is pdf 2023 - Oct 04
2022
web jul 2 2023   if you ally need
such a referred love is the
sunshine 13 beautiful mistake
love is pdf ebook that will allow
you worth get the totally best
seller from us currently
love is the sunshine 13 beautiful
mistake love is the sunshine -
Mar 09 2023
web love is the sunshine 13
beautiful mistake love is pdf 1 1

downloaded from dev sbrick com
on january 20 2023 by guest love
is the sunshine 13 beautiful
love is the sunshine 13 beautiful
mistake love is pdf - Nov 05 2022
web jul 1 2023   numerous books
collections from fictions to
scientific research in any way in
the midst of them is this love is
the sunshine 13 beautiful mistake
love is pdf that
love is the sunshine 13 beautiful
mistake love is the sunshine -
Nov 24 2021
web make love keri hilson lyrics
a perfect mistake chapter 13
wattpad yoshiko tsushima love
live wiki fandom love is the
sunshine 13 beautiful mistake
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love is the love amp
love is the sunshine 13 beautiful
mistake love is the sunshine -
Mar 29 2022
web aug 17 2023   epilogue
beautiful mistake love amp
sunshine a pretty little liars fanfic
fanfiction 105 cute love quotes i
love you quotes for him with
yoshiko tsushima love
love is the sunshine 13 beautiful
mistake love is the sunshine -
Apr 29 2022
web jun 6 2023   download this
ebook love is the sunshine 13
beautiful mistake love is the
sunshine series english edition by
mobo reader is furthermore
handy you wont

love is the sunshine 13 beautiful
mistake love is the sunshine - Jan
07 2023
web the sunshine 13 beautiful
mistake love is the sunshine
series english edition by mobo
reader that we will definitely
offer as identified venture as
dexterously as
love is the sunshine 13 beautiful
mistake love is pdf - Sep 03 2022
web love is the sunshine 13
beautiful mistake love is
downloaded from ftp popcake
com by guest moreno cabrera
love engineering teacher created
resources after losing
love is the sunshine 13 beautiful
mistake love is the sunshine -

Dec 26 2021
web love is the sunshine 13
beautiful mistake love is the
sunshine series english edition by
mobo reader drama3s asian drama
asian movies korean variety
shows may 27th
downloadable free pdfs love is
the sunshine 13 beautiful - Jun 12
2023
web we come up with the
money for love is the sunshine 13
beautiful mistake love is and
numerous book collections from
fictions to scientific research in
any way in the midst of
love is the sunshine 13 beautiful
mistake love is pdf full pdf - Feb
08 2023
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web love is the sunshine 13
beautiful mistake love is the
sunshine series english edition by
mobo reader may 25th 2020 35
more short love quotes for him
below is a
spartacus international gay guide
2015 2016 amazon fr - Jan 09 2023
web spartacus international gay
guide bietet informationen zu
über 160 ländern weltweit das
listing und der text beschreiben
jedes land in einer ausführlichen
einleitung die über die rechtliche
und gesellschaftliche situation
von schwulen genauso wie über
kulturelle besonderheiten
informiert
spartacus international gay guide

2017 paperback - Feb 27 2022
web description the international
travel guide for gay and bisexual
men the spartacus international
gay guide now in its 46 year
offers tourists not only a
worldwide list of bars hotels
saunas beaches and self help
groups but also provides an
overview of the applicable laws
on homosexuality around the
world
spartacus international gay guide
2014 2015 abebooks - Mar 11 2023
web abebooks com spartacus
international gay guide 2014 2015
expedited orders received in 1 5
business days within the united
states orders ship same or next

business day we proudly ship to
apo fpo addresses 100 satisfaction
guaranteed
spartacus international gay guide
2013 2014 42nd edition - Feb 10
2023
web universally recognised as
the best gay travel guide 2013
spartacus international gay guide
has everything gay men need to
know when visiting any country
in the world includes maps
spartacus international gay guide
2014 2015 open library - May 13
2023
web spartacus international gay
guide 2014 2015 by spartacus
briand bedford 2014 bruno
gmunder verlag gmbh edition in
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english
spartacus international gay guide
by briand bedford paperback 2015
- May 01 2022
web spartacus international gay
guide has information for more
than 160 countries worldwide
the listing describes each country
in an extensive introductory text
as well as the legal and social
situation of gay men including
unique cultural situations the
new spartacus international gay
guide 2015 up to date information
at your fingertips
spartacus berlin facebook - Dec 28
2021
web spartacus berlin germany
107 685 likes 6 talking about this

spartacus international gay guide
official instagram
spartacusgayguide twitter
spartacusgu
spartacus international gay guide
2015 pdf - Nov 07 2022
web the most successful travel
guide for the gay market a
practical and easy guide the
important country information
texts stand out in colour distinct
and colourful country and city
maps assist
pdf spartacus international gay
guide 2016 part 45 - Aug 04 2022
web the spartacus international
gay guide is an international gay
travel application and formerly
an annually published guide the

app provides travellers with the
biggest gay event calendar
worldwide offering more than 20
gay events flag as inappropriate
the law brought the rights of
homosexual partnerships close to
heterosexual marriages
about spartacus international gay
guide dbpedia association - Mar 31
2022
web spartacus international gay
guide en français le guide gay
international est un guide gay de
voyage publié annuellement
depuis 1970 au début par john
stamford actuellement par
gayguide ug à berlin
spartacus international gay guide
abebooks - Jun 02 2022
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web spartacus international gay
guide 2014 2015 spartacus
published by bruno gmunder
verlag gmbh 2014 isbn 10
3867876606 isbn 13
9783867876605
spartacus international gay guide
wikipedia - Jul 15 2023
web the spartacus international
gay guide is an international gay
travel application and formerly
an annually published guide it
was founded by john d stamford
in 1970 as a printed guide before
being bought by bruno gmünder
in 1987 following investigations
into stamford s tax violations and
promotion of paedophilia
spartacusinternationalgayguide20

15 pdf intranet2 flintcooper - Sep
05 2022
web spartacus international gay
guide 2015 16 the yucatÃ n
rough guides snapshot mexico
acapulco and the pacific beaches
rough guides snapshot mexico
lonely planet normandy d day
beaches road trips spartacus paul
among the people how to say
fabulous in 8 different languages
spartacus international gay guide
google books - Oct 06 2022
web the spartacus international
gay guide offers rapid orientation
to all the most important locations
for the gay tourist addresses tips
and information for more than
160 countries

spartacus international gay guide
2014 2015 paperback - Apr 12
2023
web mar 20 2014   spartacus is
the benchmark for gay travel and
the most authoritative up to date
guide available meticulously
researched and fully revised the
all new spartacus takes the stress
out of travel read more print
length 1250 pages language
english german french spanish
italian publisher
spartacus international gay guide
2015 briand bedford - Jan 29 2022
web spartacus international gay
guide 2015 briand bedford 1 of 5
stars 2 of 5 stars 3 of 5 stars 4 of 5
stars 5 of 5 stars become an ou
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student statement of participation
on completion of a course you
will earn a statement of
participation real time hybrid
learning engagement in fresno
california
spartacus international gay guide
2015 pdf iriss ac - Dec 08 2022
web from gentrification
weakening social stigma and
enhanced rights for lgbtq people
gay neigh borhoods have
recently become less gay
following a 50 year period of
resilience meanwhile
spartacus gay travel index gti
spartacus gay travel blog - Jun 14
2023
web the annually updated

spartacus gay travel index
informs travellers about the
situation of lesbians gays bisexuals
and transgender lgbt in a total of
202 countries and regions the us
index provides information about
each of the 50 federal states of the
us
date of evaluation 1st march 2023
spartacus gay guide - Jul 03 2022
web spartacus publishes the gay
travel index every year since
2012 the index measures the
legal situation and living
conditions for members of the
queer community in the
respective country there are
currently 17 categories ranging
from marriage for all to the death

penalty for homosexuals
spartacus international gay guide
2015 16 google - Aug 16 2023
web spartacus international gay
guide has information for more
than 160 countries worldwide
the listing describes each country
in an extensive introductory text
as well as the legal and
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